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Nicolas Vilant (1737–1807) was Regius Professor of Mathematics at St Andrews University in Scotland during
1765–1807. Plagued by ill health, he was unable to teach for much of this time, and employed a series of assistants.
Well versed in the British analytical tradition, he was, like his contemporaries, largely unaware of developments in
the rest of Europe. However, he was a mathematician of some skill, and his textbook The Elements of Mathematical
Analysis,Abridged, for theUse of Students is of interest for his view of analysis. Though he was unable to complete a
more comprehensive work for publication, many manuscripts survive in St Andrews University Library. Vilant’s
book and manuscripts and the reception of his work are here examined.
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Nicolas Vilant (1737–1807) était Regius Professeur de Mathématiques à l’Université de St Andrews en Ecos-
se durant les années 1765–1807. Souvent malade, il était incapable d’enseigner la plupart du temps, et il a
employé une série d’assistants. Habitué de la tradition Britannique d’analyse, il était comme ses contemporains
ignorant de la plupart des développements dans le reste de l’Europe. Néanmoins, il était un mathématicien d’un
certain talent, et son ouvrage The Elements of Mathematical Analysis, Abridged for the Use of Students est inté-
ressant pour des vues sur l’analyse. Bien qu’il n’ait pas été capable de finir un ouvrage plus complet pour pub-
lication, beaucoup de ses manuscripts existent encore à la bibliothèque de l’Université de St Andrews. Ce livre,
les manuscripts de Vilant, ainsi que la réception de son oeuvre, sont examinés ici.
 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The name of Nicolas Vilant appears in few modern works on the history of mathematics
and, when it does, usually receives just passing mention (for instance, [Guicciardini, 1989,0315-0860/$ - see front matter  2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Nicolas Vilant, a forgotten analyst 17597, 153; Wallis and Wallis, 1993, 141]; he is absent from [Taylor, 1966]). The main excep-
tions are [Craik and Roberts, 2009] and the unpublished thesis [Roberts, 1970], which sum-
marise Vilant’s life and work but do not deal at any length with his mathematics. However,
Vilant was an accomplished mathematician, though not a greatly original one. He was par-
ticularly well read in British works from Newton onward and he had an appreciation of the
subject’s history. Though he was largely unaware of, or perhaps chose to ignore, many of
the newer developments that were taking place elsewhere in Europe, he read some older
works by European mathematicians. His published output was small: just one early short
paper on cubic equations, and a textbook designed for use by his students. The latter, The
Elements of Mathematical Analysis, Abridged, for the Use of Students [Vilant, 1783/1798],
first appeared in 1783, and with additional notes in 1798. This is almost certainly the first
work in English to use the phrase “mathematical analysis” in its title; and, despite its flaws,
it provides a concise account of the subject as viewed in Britain at that time. Though the
late 18th century is generally regarded as a low point of British mathematics, Vilant
emerges as one of its most competent practitioners.
Vilant’s more ambitious plan to publish a complete “System of the Elements of Mathe-
matical Analysis” went unrealised, mainly because of his poor health; but 13 manuscript
books are preserved in St Andrews University in Scotland, where Vilant was Regius Pro-
fessor of Mathematics from 1765 until his death in 1807. The present paper examines all
of this work to shed light on Vilant’s strengths and weaknesses. He emerges as a talented
individual, adept in the methods of the British analytical tradition and committed to pass-
ing these on to his youthful students. When, at a comparatively early age, ill health pre-
vented him from teaching himself, he appointed able young assistants to teach in his
stead. Though it is impossible to establish causality, it seems no coincidence that some of
Britain’s finest mathematicians and natural philosophers of this time first studied at
St Andrews.
The Vilant family, originally from France, had long associations with St Andrews
University and with the surrounding neighbourhood, where several members held academic
and church positions.1 Nicolas Vilant first matriculated at St Andrews in 1752, and studied
mathematics for the two sessions 1753–1755 with the professor of mathematics David (II)
Gregory. He graduated M.A. in 1756, and shortly afterward spent some time as a mathe-
matical teacher at Watts’ Academy in London. This Academy, founded by Thomas Watts
(1695–1742?) in 1715–1716, was one of several well-known London academies that oper-
ated in the 18th century. The Academy was latterly known as the Little Tower Street Acad-
emy, and survived into the early 19th century. For most of its existence, it provided
practical skills to young men destined for the armed forces: see [Johnson, 2001; Hans,
1951]. Vilant would probably have joined the Spitalfields Mathematical Society, or one
of the other mathematical clubs that met in London’s taverns.
Nicolas Vilant returned to St Andrews in 1765 to succeed David Gregory as Regius Pro-
fessor of Mathematics. This is the only Regius chair of mathematics in the United King-
dom, endowed by Charles II in 1668 and first held by James (I) Gregory or Gregorie.
Though mathematics had been taught in St Andrews from an early date, this chair was
for nearly three centuries the only mathematics professorship in St Andrews.
As well as Vilant, there were four other candidates, but Vilant had strong letters of rec-
ommendation from Matthew Stewart and Robert Simson, professors of mathematics in1 Fuller biographical information is in [Craik and Roberts, 2009] and references therein.
176 A.D.D. CraikEdinburgh and Glasgow, respectively, and from the Earl of Glasgow, High Commissioner
to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. With such influential support from dis-
tinguished mathematicians and a prominent member of the Moderate Church party,
Vilant’s appointment was secure [Emerson, 2008, 474]. No doubt, Vilant’s strong family
connections with the university, and with the Moderate party of the Church that then dom-
inated it, were to his advantage; but Stewart and Simson must have recognised his mathe-
matical talent.
In that same year, John Playfair graduated M.A., and continued in St Andrews to study
theology. He then spent several years as a Church of Scotland minister at Liff and Benvie,
near Dundee, in succession to his father. During that time, he occasionally visited
St Andrews, borrowing library books and doubtless meeting Nicolas Vilant as well as some
of his students. In 1785, Playfair was appointed joint Professor in Mathematics at Edin-
burgh University. Then, in 1805, he obtained the more lucrative chair of natural philosophy
at Edinburgh, and another former St Andrews student, John Leslie, was appointed to the
mathematics chair. Both Playfair and Leslie feature in Section 5 below.2
Around 1770, Vilant married Elizabeth Brand, and two sons later matriculated at
St Andrews [Smart, 2004, 904]. From about 1773, when he was just 36 years of age, Nicolas
Vilant’s health deteriorated, and for the rest of his life he was forced to employ deputies to
teach in his stead. He suffered bouts of severe rheumatic pains, probably rheumatoid arthri-
tis. He sometimes gave a few lectures, he supervised the work of his assistants, and he
retained an interest in the best students even when he did not personally teach them. But
the patience of his fellow professors eventually ran out. In 1796, a committee of three
reported that the Principal and masters had repeatedly requested him [United College
Minutes, 18.6.1796, deleted, but still readable]2 Ato attempt the discharge of his own Duty. For about 20 years past, Mr Vilant, either
through want of health, or from some other cause which the committee take not upon
them to assign, has made very little appearance as a professor. In the course of these
years, he taught one of the classes during one session . . . he began another session,
but very soon desisted.In 1805, it was alleged that for upwards of 30 years Vilant had not attended any meeting of
the College upon ordinary business, “nor ever come abroad but for the purpose of making
a majority at an election” [United College Minutes, 12.2.1805].
Such incapacity or, as some suspected, laziness, would appear to make Nicolas Vilant an
insignificant figure in the history of mathematics. But his tenure of the St Andrews chair
was less barren than might be expected. The assistants whom Vilant chose to deputise
for him, with dates, are
James Glenie 1773?–1775?
John West 1775–1784
James Macdonald 1775?–1780?
James Brown 1784?–1796
Robert Coutts 1796–1798
Thomas Duncan 1798–1802
Thomas Chalmers 1802–1803
William Thomson 1803–1807biography of Playfair is [O’Connor and Robertson, 1999].
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The appointment of these assistants was a private arrangement between the professor
and the individuals concerned. However, when the assistantship fell vacant in 1796, the Earl
of Kinnoull, as Chancellor of the University, wished to approach the Crown to request the
appointment of a joint professor. Vilant sent a message “that if I am able I shall teach my
classes myself, and if not I shall appoint a proper assistant.” But his fellow professors
resolved “that, in the event of Mr. Vilant’s not being able to do his own duty, some one
or more of the professors shall be requested and authorised to teach these classes.” Vilant
immediately protested and won the day, but he later took the precaution of giving formal
notification of the nomination of new assistants, and receiving the approval of the Principal
and masters. This move against Vilant may have been linked to his objection to the choice
of John Rotherham in 1795 as sole nominee for the vacant professorship of natural philos-
ophy: it seems that Vilant wished to support his assistant James Brown.3 The autocratic
Principal Hill would have been displeased by this opposition, and Vilant also made himself
unpopular by quarrelling with colleagues over some property near the College Chapel.
There is no doubt that he was severely disabled. In 1801, he was unable to write; and,
two months before his death in 1807, “much enfeebled by many violent attacks”: see [Craik
and Roberts, 2009].
The only likeness of Nicolas Vilant is a small drawing by his colleague Professor John
Cook [Cook Drawings, c.1797], who often avoided the difficulty of faces by drawing rear
views — perhaps appropriately in Vilant’s case (Fig. 1). He seems to be wearing not one
but two greatcoats, and walks with the aid of a stick. In one of his surviving manuscripts,
he copied down a recipe for a herbal “cure” for rheumatism: it consisted of homemade pills
containing garlic and gum ammoniac, taken with a large quantity of strong sasafras tea and
“is generally found to banish the Rheumatism and the Contractions of the Joints, in a few
Days” [Vilant Manuscripts, MS 158: f. 2v.]. (Henceforth, we identify the Vilant manuscripts
solely by their classmark in Special Collections, University of St Andrews Library.)
During Vilant’s tenure, St Andrews University was in a poor state financially, numeri-
cally, and structurally, but from about 1800 its fortunes gradually improved: see for exam-
ple [Cant, 1970; Emerson, 2008; Craik and Roberts, 2009]. By 1826, a pseudonymous article
[“Verax,” 1826] reported favourably on “the Present State of the University of
St. Andrew’s.” Reviewing the achievements of previous professors, its author notes “the
merits of Vilant, who, for nearly half a century, with much ability and unremitting perse-
verance, in spite of all obloquy, upheld the claims of the Ancient Geometry and Theoretical
Mathematics, either by his own exertions, or the aid of such assistants as West and Glennie
[sic].”
All of Vilant’s assistants had studied at St Andrews, under either Vilant himself or his
earlier assistants. Their later careers are described in [Craik and Roberts, 2009] and the
work of Glenie and West is discussed in [Johnson, 1997, 1998, 2004; Craik, 1998, 2009].
These two spent much of their lives overseas, in Canada and Jamaica respectively, but some
of the others held academic posts in Scotland. In a disputed appointment, Macdonald was
briefly St Andrews’ Professor of Natural Philosophy during 1805–1809. Brown was chosen
as Glasgow’s Professor of Natural Philosophy in 1796, but was mostly absent until encour-
aged to retire in 1803. Duncan held the St Andrews chair of mathematics during 1820–1858
after serving as rector of Dundee Academy. Chalmers (who had a serious disagreement3 See [Emerson, 2008; Craik and Roberts, 2009].
Figure 1. Rear view (a little over actual size) of Nicolas Vilant, drawn by his colleague Professor
Cook, c. 1797. His overcoat is blue and the cape around his shoulders is red [Cook Drawings].
Reproduced courtesy of St Andrews University Library Special Collections. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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versial churchman, Professor of Moral Philosophy at St Andrews during 1823–1828, and
then Professor of Divinity in Edinburgh, before leading the traumatic Disruption of the
Church of Scotland in 1843 [Hanna, 1849–1852].
Vilant’s severe intellectual approach contrasted with Chalmers’s charismatic one. The
latter was recalled by a student of the time, David Duff (M.A. 1802) (quoted in [Hanna,
1849–1852, i: 59]):Under his extraordinary management, the study of mathematics was felt to be hardly less
a play of the fancy than a labour of the intellect — the lessons of the day being contin-
ually interspersed with applications and illustrations of the most lively nature so that he
secured in a singular manner the confidence and attachment of his pupils.Among other St Andrews students of this time, the most notable in mathematics and nat-
ural philosophy were John Leslie, James Ivory, and Adam Anderson. Leslie became Profes-
sor of Mathematics and then of Natural Philosophy at Edinburgh University, succeeding
Playfair in both posts [Morrell, 1975; Craik, 2000b]. Ivory, arguably Britain’s most able
applied mathematician of his generation, was employed for a time at the Royal Military
College, Marlow (later Sandhurst) [Craik, 2000a, 2002]. Adam Anderson, a student at
St Andrews during 1797–1802 and for many years rector of Perth Academy, served as
Figure 2. Title page of the 1798 edition of Vilant’s Elements.
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Thomson, a student in 1788–1791, became Glasgow University’s Regius Professor of
Chemistry.4
Writing of this period, the historian David Masson drew attention to “a tradition of unu-
sual mathematical excellence and ardour” dating from the time that “the nominal incum-
bent of the mathematical chair, Professor Vilant, finding himself disqualified by ill-health,
had committed the duties . . . to well-chosen assistants” [Masson, 1911, 45]. Indeed, a con-
siderable portion of British mathematical and physical activity from the late 18th to the
mid-19th century emanated from individuals with St Andrews connections: to those4 Students who distinguished themselves in other fields are discussed in [Craik and Roberts, 2009].
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Principal of the United College of St. Salvator and St. Leonard.5
But what of Vilant’s own mathematical talents? His Library borrowing record survives,
with many books signed out by others on his behalf. These show that he was a voracious
reader on a wide range of subjects, no doubt because he was confined to his home for
lengthy periods. His mathematical borrowings include many that would have been suitable
for teaching; but he also read many older works of historical importance [Registers].6 That
Vilant corresponded with the wealthy amateur Francis Maseres is recorded in the latter’s
Scriptores Logarithmici [Maseres, 1791–1807], and Maseres received an honorary LL.D.
from St Andrews University in 1793, perhaps at Vilant’s suggestion. Though these commu-
nications contain no original work by Vilant, they illustrate both his wide reading and his
continuing interest in mathematics, just a few years before his death. Whatever his physical
disabilities, there is no doubting Vilant’s mental vitality and commitment to scholarship.
Apart from a single short article that appeared in the Scots Magazine in 1759 [Vilant,
1759], Vilant’s only publication is The Elements of Mathematical Analysis, abridged. For
the Use of Students [Vilant, 1783/1798] (Fig. 2). The publication history of this work is curi-
ous. The St Andrews University Library copy is undated, but most extant copies are dated
1798. The latter contain additional Definitions, Notes and a Synopsis of Book V. of Euclid’s
Elements. In his 1798 Preface, Vilant explains that “the whole to page 129, was printed in
1777; but owing to the Author’s bad health, &c. it was not until 1783, that the same with the
addition of the quarter sheet from page 129 to page 133. . . was used here as a Text Book.”
That is to say, nearly all this work, apart from the later additions, dates from 1777, and the
St Andrews copy (and copies in Aberdeen and Glasgow) is the 1783 issue without the
Notes. It seems that the first printing was commissioned by Vilant, without a publisher,
and that he later put together the old unused sheets and some new material to make up
the 1798 edition for the publishers listed on his new title page.7 Few copies of either Vilant5 This college was (and is) the major part of St Andrews University, then solely responsible for the
Arts degree, and separate from St Mary’s College, responsible for Divinity.
6 This manuscript record of borrowings by St Andrews professors and students is a valuable
historical resource. During his lengthy tenure of the mathematics chair, Vilant borrowed too many
works to list here, and some are hard to identify; but a few are mentioned below, where appropriate.
7 The early date of first printing is supported by Vilant’s election in 1783 as a fellow of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh. On the first title page, he appears as “Nicolas Vilant, A.M.” and in 1798 as
“Nicolas Vilant, A.M. F.R.S.Ed.” No publisher is mentioned on the earlier title page, the work
having been “Printed by J. Robertson (successor to T. & W. Ruddiman). Sold by J. Dickson, New-
Exchange, Edinburgh.” But the 1798 edition was “Printed for Bell & Bradfute, J. Fairbairn, and
Arch. Constable, Edinburgh; and F. Wingrave, London” (see Fig. 2). It appears that the 20-year-old
sheets of 1777 were simply reissued in 1798; or, less likely, that the printer’s plates had survived (but
if so, surely the numerous errors would have been corrected before reuse). Added to the previous
sheets were a new title page, preface, and page of errata (many of these errors are corrected by hand
in the St Andrews copy), together with eight pages of “Definitions” (pp. i–viii), new Notes (pp. 133–
148), and the Synopsis of Book V. of Euclid’s Elements. The last, with its own title page, was printed
at St Andrews by “Ja. Morison, Printer to the University” in 1797. On the various modes of
publishing in Scotland around this time, see [Sher, 2006]; however, he does not list Vilant’s work nor
that of the other mathematical authors [Trail, 1770; Glenie, 1776; West, 1784].
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National Union Catalogue list four in Scotland, five in England and four in the United
States of America.8
Vilant stated in his earlier preface that he “proposes hereafter to publish a complete Sys-
tem of the Elements of Mathematical Analysis demonstrated,” but this would have to wait
until “his health will allow him to arrange properly what he hath prepared on this subject.”
Though his health did not allow this, 13 volumes of manuscripts on this theme, and some
other topics, are preserved in St Andrews University Library: these, and his published
Elements, are the main subjects of the present paper.
2. Vilant’s Elements
The word “analysis” has had a long and changing history, with mathematical origins in
Greek antiquity. Methods of geometrical proof were classified as being by “synthesis” or
“analysis,” depending on whether the proof proceeded from things known to establish
some new property, or whether that property was assumed to be true and the consequences
traced back to a known result. More generally, the terms respectively denoted the combi-
nation of elements to construct some more complex quantity, and the breaking down of
such a quantity into its constituent parts — a meaning still preserved in both chemistry
and philosophy. But, within mathematics, the term “analysis” took on new shades of mean-
ing with the advent of algebraic symbolism to represent unknown quantities. Thus, early
Latin works on algebra by Francois Viète and Thomas Harriot expounded the ars analytica
or analytic art, while the coordinate-based geometry developed by Fermat and Descartes
became known as “analytic geometry” since it manipulated algebraic symbols to derive
geometric results. Later, with the development of calculus (in Britain fluxions) and the
study of infinite series, the word “analysis” was sometimes reserved for this “higher anal-
ysis” concerning infinite or infinitesimal quantities, thereby distinguishing it from “elemen-
tary algebra.” Sometimes, on the other hand, the term “analysis” was used as a general term
that encompassed both elementary algebra and the “higher analysis,” but excluded both
arithmetic and geometry (though analysis could be applied to these areas).
It is in this last sense that Vilant defines “Mathematical Analysis”:8 In
electr
dId=
paper
9 M
print1. Mathematical Analysis is the Science or Doctrine of Quantity in general: where by
Quantity, we understand whatever is measurable, or made up of parts.
2. That is called proper Quantity which is measured by its own kind; and that improper
Quantity which cannot be measured by its own kind, but to which we assign a Measure
by means of some proper Quantity having Relation to it. . ..
3. In Mathematical Analysis all Quantities are represented by the Alphabetic Letters, as
A, B, C &c., a, b, c, &c., x, y, z &c.9He therefore views it as something more general than arithmetic, that concerns only num-
bers, and geometry, that concerns only lines, planes etc. in up to three dimensions. But, atover 30 years, I have not seen a single original copy offered by a second-hand book dealer. But
onic copies may now be downloaded from http://find.galegroup.com/ecco/start.do?&pro-
ECCO and paperback reproductions are available from many booksellers: however, the
back copy that I purchased has some pages missing, some duplicated, and others out of order!
S 148, f. 1; MS 149, f. 2 and Elements, p. i “Definitions” are broadly similar, but the first
ing of Elements omitted the “Definitions,” seemingly in error.
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betic Letters.” His definition does not distinguish between “elementary algebra” and the
“higher analysis” involving limits, infinite series, and infinitesimals.
As Vilant’s book does not contain a list of contents, one is given in Appendix 1, from
which an overview of the work may be gained. Structurally, the book consists of definitions,
axioms, propositions, corollaries, scholia, and examples, with additional explanatory notes
added later. Given this format, it is no accident that the title echoes Euclid’s Elements of
Geometry. The standard rules of algebra, and the solution of quadratic, cubic, and some
higher order equations are all speedily dealt with. Vilant’s treatments of cubics and of inde-
terminate equations (i.e., Diophantine problems, but not so called) have some claim to orig-
inality, and are examined further below. An account of infinite series, including derivation
of the binomial theorem, is followed by discussion of successive approximations to roots of
equations, and the approximate representation of infinite series as algebraic fractions. After
logarithms, finite differences, numerical approximations, and series in arithmetic progres-
sion, there is a substantial section on magic squares. Permutations and combinations, har-
monic and geometric series, prime numbers, interest and annuities, perfect numbers, and the
theory of proportion occupy the remaining pages. Thirteen pages of explanatory notes were
later added, along with the 28-page Synopsis of Book V of Euclid’s Elements, separately pag-
inated and dated 1797.
Vilant’s work is also notable for what it does not contain. He gives no account of trig-
onometric functions. There is no explicit mention of differential calculus or Newton’s “flux-
ions” and “fluents.”10 There is no section on the application of analysis or algebra to solve
geometrical problems (but he illustrates geometrical solutions of quadratic and cubic equa-
tions); and, unlike other contemporary algebra texts, he considers few examples from every-
day life: the section on interest and annuities is the sole exception, apart from a few
examples on interpolation in astronomy. Vilant’s axiomatic approach aspires to present
“analysis” in a concise, logical, and rigorous manner, but his execution of this aim was
not always successful.
The published 133-page version of 1783 is a deliberate, at times savage, abbreviation of
two of his manuscripts, MSS 149 and 150; and the additional Notes added in 1798, which
mostly come from there, try to undo some of the harm. Certainly, this remarkably brief
textbook would have been hard reading for young students, often cryptic and ill-expressed
and in some ways old-fashioned.11 Nevertheless, the Elements covers a great deal of ground,
and it was used for several years in both St Andrews and Edinburgh universities. This work,
and before it his handwritten manuscripts, influenced the more ambitious St Andrews stu-
dents and communicated to them Vilant’s enthusiasm for “Mathematical Analysis.”
In writing his Elements, Nicolas Vilant’s motive would have been in part pecuniary
(though in this he was surely disappointed), for sales of textbooks to a captive audience
of students could be a useful addition to a rather inadequate salary, and a short book,10 However, he touches on Newton’s “ultimate ratios” in recapitulating “Landen’s theorem” on
limits, and Landen’s derivation of the binomial theorem [Landen, 1758]. This, he writes on page 56,
“is the foundation of all Sir Isaac Newton’s discoveries in Mathematical Analysis: And upon it
depends the whole of the doctrine of infinite series, approximations, &c.”
11 One particularly obscure passage is that on logarithms (pp. 77–81). Vilant assumes that his
readers are already familiar with their properties, nowhere mentioning that the logarithm of a
product is equal to a sum of logarithms. Yet the students of Vilant’s day were typically far younger,
and much less well prepared, than now: see, e.g., [Craik and Roberts, 2009].
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would have been his unusual personal situation: with a series of assistants to teach in his
stead, his manuscripts, and later his book, were a means of ensuring continuity of course
content and style. It is significant that his dispute with Thomas Chalmers arose when Chal-
mers chose to modify the course to his own preference.
Vilant’s cited sources are nearly all British ones, including fairly recent works by Thomas
Simpson, William Emerson, Colin Maclaurin, and John Landen and the collections in Dod-
son’s Mathematical Repository, but also older references to Harriot, Newton, Wallis, Cotes,
Saunderson, and others.13 The other British algebra textbooks published by this time —
most of them cited in Vilant’s Elements — covered similar ground at far greater length:
for instance [Saunderson, 1740, 1756a; Maclaurin, 1748; Emerson, 1764; Simpson, 1745;
Trail, 1770]. Also cited by Vilant is John Landen’s Residual Analysis [Landen, 1758], not
a textbook but an early attempt to put Isaac Newton’s “doctrine of fluxions” on a firm
foundation without having to consider the idea of motion (see, e.g., [Guicciardini, 1989,
85–89]). One must also mention Leonhard Euler’s Elements of Algebra, perhaps the
most-read algebra textbook of all time. Though it was first published in 1770, very few cop-
ies reached Britain before the English translation [Euler, 1797] appeared. Certainly, Vilant
did not have access to it when writing his Elements, though it is mentioned briefly in some
late additions to his manuscripts, and he borrowed it from the library in 1798, soon after its
arrival there [Registers].
In the 1798 Preface to his Elements, Vilant refers to “the truly learned and judicious Mr
Baron Maseres’ Dissertation on the Negative Sign.” This is [Maseres, 1758], in which Mas-
eres tried to restrict algebra to positive numbers only, on the grounds that only such quan-
tities are admitted by geometry. A consequence is that both negative and complex
(“impossible”) roots of equations are rejected. The Dissertation consists of a tedious enu-
meration of the various types of quadratic and cubic equations, according to the signs of
their coefficients and the nature of their roots.14 Some influence of Maseres is seen in
Vilant’s discussion of quadratic and cubic equations, where he unnecessarily distinguishes
cases according to the signs of the coefficients — as Thomas Harriot had done long before.
Though Vilant did not share Maseres’ antipathy to negative and to imaginary or complex
roots, which frequently appear in his Elements, he seems to have had an ambivalent attitude
towards complex “impossible” quantities, which he happily manipulated but never properly
explained.
Only in his section on magic squares does Vilant cull his information from a French
source. Surprisingly, this is not Ozanam’s Récréations Mathématiques et Physiques, first12 The reviews described in Section 3 below give its price as three or four shillings. This compares
with six shillings for the first edition of John Playfair’s Euclid [Playfair, 1795], also printed for Bell
and Bradfute [Sher, 2006, p. 682].
13 A typical citation is that concerning roots of equations, given in a footnote on p. 27: “These
[geometrical] constructions were first given by Willebrodus Snellius, and the reader may consult Dr
Simson’s Notes upon Book VI. of Euclid’s Elements. And for a full illustration of all the
propositions hitherto given for the reduction of equations, the reader may have recourse to Sir Isaac
Newton’s Arithmetica Universalis, Maclaurin’s Algebra, Saunderson’s Algebra, or the Abridgement
of the same, Simpson’s Algebra, Simpson’s Select Exercises, and s’Gravesande’s Algebra, &c.”
14 Now dismissed as hopelessly misguided, Maseres’s work found some support in his own day, for
confusion still remained over the status of complex roots of equations, which were seemingly not
admitted, a priori, by the laws of algebra, and which had no clear geometrical interpretation.
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Instead, Vilant used a less well-known but authoritative article by the Comte d’Ons-en-
Bray [Ons-en-Bray, 1750].15
Vilant’s rather full treatments of infinite series (including reversion of series) and approx-
imation of roots (mainly by what is now called the “Newton–Raphson method”) are based
upon works of Newton and his followers, such as [Newton, 1722; Newton and Colson,
1736; Newton and Stewart, 1745; Gravesande, 1752], and on [Maclaurin, 1742, 1748; Simp-
son, 1740, 1745, 1752; Stirling, 1749; Landen, 1758]. The discussion of approximation of
roots in [Simpson, 1745] is particularly full; but, compared with Vilant’s, Simpson’s more
comprehensive version seems unnecessarily diffuse.
In his difficult little book, Vilant manages to cover as much ground as far longer ones. As
most, but not quite all, of his material came from earlier sources, and original content is
slight; but Vilant was an adept practitioner at a time when many British mathematicians
shunned such analytical technicalities. Below, we examine more fully just two topics for
which claims of originality can be made: indeterminate problems and cubic equations.16
(a) Indeterminate problems and commensurate roots
Pages 32–43 concern rational solutions of indeterminate problems and integer roots of
commensurate quadratic and cubic equations. Vilant carelessly omits any definition of
“commensurate,” but he usually means any equation that has positive integers for its roots.
Here, Vilant presents a simple method that he believed to be original: this part of his work
was commended as such by two of the reviewers cited in Section 3 below, and is further
alluded to in Section 5. His method is expressed generally as follows (p. 32):15 Th
Vilan
squar
wher
Block
16 A
requeIf one side of an equation is a fraction involving CONSTANT quantities only, and the
other side a fraction involving ONE VARIABLE quantity in each of its terms, the several
values of these variable quantities will be determined by taking all possible equimultiples
of the correspondent terms of the given fraction.Thus, if mx = ny where m, n are given positive integers without common factor, if
x ¼ n; 2n; 3n; 4n;&c: 1
2
n;
1
3
n;
1
4
n;&c:
then
y ¼ m; 2m; 3m; 4m;&c: 1
2
m;
1
3
m;
1
4
m;&c:
with corresponding numerical coefficients.
This innocuous-looking observation is put to good effect in many examples. Beginning
simply (Ex. 1, pp. 33–34), he rearranges the equation 9x  7y = 6 asis is identified [p. 96] only as “Mémoires de l’Academie Royale des Sciences pour l’année 1750.”
t borrowed this volume from the library just once, in 1775 [Registers]. All Vilant’s magic
es are identical to examples given by Ons-en-Bray, apart from a magic square with side 10,
e differences occur in the outer border. No modern works on magic squares (e.g., [Pasles, 2008;
and Tavares, 2009]) seem to mention Vilant’s account.
comprehensive discussion of Vilant’s Elements, here suppressed, is available from the author on
st.
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y
¼ 7
3
and applies his rule to obtain an indefinite number of positive-integer solutions
x ¼ 3; 10; 17; 24; 31; 38;&c:
y ¼ 3; 12; 21; 30; 39; 48;&c:
In contrast, 5x + 9y = 200 (Example 2, p. 34) rearranged as
40 x
y
¼ 9
5
yields only four whole-number solutions x = 31, 22, 13, 4, with corresponding y = 5, 10, 15,
20.
Vilant then describes (p. 36) how to “determine the least whole numbers, that, divided by
given numbers, shall have given remainders,” and gives several examples. The most difficult
(Ex. 2, p. 38) is “find a whole number, that, being divided by 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, there shall
remain 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, respectively,” with the answers N = 46512.S  10 where S/5 = 1, 2, 3, 4,
&c. For this section he cites “Dodson’s Repository, v. 1. Simpson’s Algebra and Select
Exercises; as also Emerson’s Algebra”; but the method used is his own.
He next applies his technique to several quadratic equations (pp. 39–40): for example,
x2  12 x ¼ 22 12 (Ex. 3), rearranged as
x2  22 12
x
¼
1
2
1
;
gives
x2  22 1
2
¼ 1
2
; 1; 1
1
2
; 2; 2
1
2
; . . .
x ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; . . .
from which the smallest consistent whole number is found to be x = 5.
Application to “deficient cubic equations” follows (pp. 40–42). For instance (Ex. 7),
39z  z3 = 70, or
z3 þ 70
z
¼ 39
1
;
requires
z3 ¼ 8; 47; 86; 125; . . .
z ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5; . . .
and two roots are found to be z = 2 and z = 5. (The third root, z = 7, is not mentioned.)
The section concludes with an indeterminate linear equation with three unknowns:
6x + 7y + 8z = 100. He first rearranges this as
50 v
y
¼ 7
2
where v  3xþ 4z:
186 A.D.D. CraikIt follows that
v ¼ 43; 36; 29; 22; 15;
y ¼ 2; 4; 6; 8; 10:
(He correctly suppresses v = 8 and 1, as these values do not yield positive x and z.) First
choosing v = 43 yields
x
43 4z ¼
1
3
;
which has y = 2, x = 1, 5, 9, 13, and corresponding z = 10, 7, 4, 1. Similarly treating v = 36,
29, 22, and 15 in turn gives the further solutions (y,x,z) = (4,4,6), (4,8,3), (6,3,5), (6,7,2),
(8,2,4), (8, 6,1), (10,1,3), making eleven in all. (Vilant does not use this bracket notation.)
(b) Cube roots of binomials and the solution of cubic equations
Vilant’s first proposition on cubics (p. 28) derives the solution of the “affected cubic
equation” z3  3qz = 2r as
z ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2  q3
p3q þ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2  q3
p
3
q :
This, of course, is just Cardan’s or Del Ferro’s well-known solution, in which cube roots of
complex quantities may arise.
Vilant’s Proposition XX (p. 43) isThe root of any cubic binomial, involving a quadratic surd quantity, may be determined by
the resolution of a COMMENSURATE cubic equation, wanting the second term.This is also the subject of what seems to be his sole published paper [Vilant, 1759], entitled
“An easy method of extracting the CUBIC ROOTS of BINOMIALS, whether possible or
impossible.” There, he provides more by way of introduction than in his Elements. He ob-
serves that when extracting “cubic roots of impossible quantities by Sir Isaac Newton’s rule,
the operation is at the best somewhat tentative.” Accordingly, De Moivre had contrived a
new method by trisection of an angle. Vilant claims that his own improved “easy method”
will “always . . . extract the cubic roots of binomials, whether possible or impossible” by
solving a related commensurate cubic equation by the method of divisors. “And this being
the case, the solution of cubic and biquadratic equations must be looked upon as absolutely
perfect.” Apart from these introductory remarks and changes of notation, Vilant’s Elements
(p. 44) closely follows the text of his earlier paper, repeating all the same examples.
Vilant’s result isLet R ﬃﬃﬃSp represent any cubic binomial [of which the cube root is required], involving
the radical quantity
ﬃﬃﬃ
S
p
[where S may be positive or negative]; suppose
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2  S3
p
¼ Q,
and let 2B be the value of z in this commensurate cubic equation, z3  3Qz = 2R . . .; then
will B
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B2 Q
p
be the cube root of the proposed binomial R ﬃﬃﬃSp .Initially this was stated without proof; Vilant later added one in Note K (p. 141). Following
the statement of his result, Vilant gives eight examples, all reducing to commensurate cubics
that he solves as in (a) above.
Vilant clearly believed that he had made a valuable addition to the solution of cubic and
biquadratic equations, which often require evaluation of cube roots of binomials of the
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“the root of any cubic binomial . . . may be determined by resolution of a COMMENSU-
RATE cubic equation, wanting the second term”; for cubic equations with integer coeffi-
cients need not have rational roots. As an example, z3  6z = 4 has roots expressible by
Cardan’s rule as
z ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2þ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p3q þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p3q
;
which cannot be further simplified. These cube roots cannot be found by Vilant’s method,
for R = 2 and S = 4 lead to the same irreducible cubic. He should have written, “the root
of a cubic binomial may often be determined by resolution of a COMMENSURATE cubic
equation, wanting the second term.”
In some cases, it works well: for instance, Cardan’s solution of z3  6z = 40 is
z ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
20þ 14
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p3q þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
20 14
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p3q
;
which hides the fact that a root is z = 4 (this example is cited in [Euler, 1797, v.1: 382]); but
Vilant’s method applied to either of these cubic binomials yields z3  6z = 40, readily found
by his method to have a solution z = 4 and so the cube roots 2 ﬃﬃﬃ2p .
Vilant was unaware that his rule is essentially the same as one given by Bombelli some
two hundred years before; see, e.g., Charles Hutton’s A Mathematical and Philosophical
Dictionary [Hutton, 1796, i: 81]. But the combination of this rule with Vilant’s method of
solving commensurate cubic equations was arguably original.
3. Reviews of Vilant’s Elements
Vilant’s Preface explains that most of his work was first printed in 1777. His only pub-
lished paper, on cubic roots of binomials, is dated 1759 [Vilant, 1759], and he probably
began compiling his manuscripts before his St Andrews appointment in 1765. One former
student recalled copying notes on indeterminate equations in 1779 “from a memorandum
book in Mr. Vilant’s writing, containing rules and examples for all equations, approxima-
tions, logarithms, &c. and dated at the beginning with the year 1765” [“Benoni,” 1798].
Though no such dated manuscript book survives, some of the existing manuscripts, or pre-
vious versions of them, probably predate the first printed version of 1777 by at least a dec-
ade. Accordingly, Vilant’s work is best viewed as a production of the 1760s and 1770s,
rather than of the last few years of the century.
Three reviews of the 1798 publication of the Elements have been located, all of them
anonymous and all in London-based monthly periodicals devoted to miscellanies of current
affairs, literature and science. The first, in the Analytical Review [Anon., 1799a], commends
“the attention still bestowed on the manly and abstruse sciences by the vigorous sons of
Caledonia, especially in the far-famed university of St. Andrew’s,” and mentions recent
works on Latin, Theology, Hebrew and “an elegant Course of Mathematics, by Mr. J. West,
ci devant teacher of science in the university.” Vilant’s work was printed,as the preface informs us, upwards of twenty years ago; and since that time, has received
various alterations and improvements from the author’s own hand. It is the outline of a
large and important work on mathematical analysis; and, as a text book for public pra-
elections, seems to be well adapted to the objects both of the teacher and the scholar. It
comprehends more than we find in many books on the same subject, of double the size
and price; and if it contain less illustration than the learner may require, it is fitted to
17 It
lists a
the p
neith
188 A.D.D. Craikrouse in him more vigorous efforts of attention, and to present a wider field of exercise to
the talents of the instructor.Among other topics, the reviewer singles outa new method . . . of indeterminate equations of the simplest class, extended to particular
cases of quadratics, cubics &c. that have commensurate roots’ — [an] exhibition of the
celebrated theorem of Mr. Landen, with its beautiful application to investigate the bino-
mial theorem of Sir Isaac Newton — the doctrine of series arithmetical, geometrical, har-
monical, logarithmical, &c. — and general proportion. . .. [Also] several things curious
and entertaining, seldom introduced into elementary works. Such as the theory of prime,
perfect, pronic, and amiable numbers, magic squares, &c.The reviewer commends the additional notes, which “might have been multiplied to
advantage”; also Vilant’s Appendix, using algebraic notation, of Book V. of Euclid’s Ele-
ments, though he entertains “serious doubts as to the propriety of attempting Euclid’s
method of proportion with young people.” He anticipates that the promised larger work
“will contain masterly discussions of many of those propositions which in this text book
he has but slightly noticed.”
A final paragraph voices some criticisms, urging reconsideration of several passages in
any new edition, and a fuller treatment of the methods of approximating roots of equations.
Also, he wishes to see, in books of this kind, more on the applications of algebra to geom-
etry and on the applications of geometry and trigonometry to the solution of quadratic and
cubic equations.
This is a fair review, correctly identifying the work’s most novel features, but rather gen-
erous in its silence on Vilant’s all-too-frequent lack of clarity. Though the author cannot be
identified, he twice refers favourably to the algebraic writings of Francis Maseres, whose
doctrinaire views about negative and complex quantities have already been mentioned.
An associate of Maseres, William Frend, is just one possibility as the review’s author.
The second review appeared in the Monthly Review [Anon., 1799b]. The on-line (Bodle-
ian) copy bears the handwritten attribution “Wood. . ..e”. This is Cambridge’s Robert
Woodhouse, who would then have been 26 years old.17 Citing Vilant’s Preface, Woodhouse
remarks that the present work is only “an abridgment of part of a more comprehensive sys-
tem of the Elements of Mathematical Analysis, common and fluxionary, and now almost
finished.” He presumes that the shorter work is designed for young students and the prom-
ised longer one for “the learned.”Now, if the object . . . be to afford to beginners an introduction to the easy parts and
common propositions of algebra, the author may be said to have attained his object:
yet we cannot avoid remarking an obvious defect, an unsystematic arrangement, and a
want of coherence in the several parts. The work is not distributed into chapters; nor
does it follow the order proper to a scientific treatise. The proofs of some rules are
not given; of others, the proofs are disjoined from the rules, and placed separately in
the notes. These defects might easily have been remedied . . . at a very moderate expence
[sic] of thought and labour.is explained by [Nangle, 1955] that the Bodleian Library copy was formerly the editor’s, and he
ll attributions. Woodhouse published many pieces in the Monthly Review from 1798 onwards:
resent one is among those listed, but is absent from Nangle’s list of “Major Articles,” and
er Vilant nor his book appears in Nangle’s indices.
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less is injudiciously altered” by Vilant, who denotes “greater than” and “less than” by >r
and >s respectively. Nevertheless, “the matter of the work . . . is very good”, with clear prop-
ositions and proofs; and the reviewer does “not recollect to have elsewhere seen the method
which the author has given for the resolution of commensurate cubic equations,” of which
he gives an example. Finally, he notes thatThe binomial theorem is demonstrated by . . . the formula given by Mr. Landen in his
Residual Analysis. . .. We hope that the author . . . has likewise adopted his principles;
and that, in the [forthcoming] work . . . he will not consider Fluxions as an independent
science, but will shew that it is a natural branch of the same common stock from which
all Algebra is derived.This, again, seems a fair assessment of the book’s strengths and weaknesses, rather less
favourable in tone than the review above. The sentiment that “Fluxions” derives from
the “common stock” of algebra accords with Woodhouse’s views: see [Guicciardini,
1989, 126–131].
The third review, in the New Annual Register [Anon., 1799c], also notes that the work is
an abridgment of a forthcoming more comprehensive system, but avoids mathematical
details: “We cannot say, however, that in its present state it is so perfect a production as
the author’s abilities might, without much additional labour, have rendered it,” being “less
systematical and regular than were desirable.” But, “[i]n other respects it possesses claims to
considerable merit. . ..” With its defects of organisation corrected, “it would be rendered
well adapted to the design of the author, which was to afford students a concise and easy
introduction to algebra.” The reviewer also commends Vilant’s “ingenious reduction” of
Euclid’s Book V “into the language of algebra.” Again, a review of qualified approval.
In the same year, Vilant is mentioned in an article about “Teachers of Mathematics in
Scotland” in the Monthly Magazine [“Indigator,” 1799]. Its author, signed “Indigator” from
Edinburgh, is probably John Leslie. He wrote thatAt St. Andrews they [mathematics] are accurately and fully taught both in theory and
practice, by Mr. DUNCAN, an able assistant, employed by the learned professor
VILANT, a man of great talents, who, although the state of his health has obliged
him to retire from his public functions, continues indefatigable in prosecuting his studies,
and has, inter alia ready for the press a complete and valuable System of Mathematical
Analysis demonstrated, the outlines of which are lately published. . .The writer also goes out of his way to pay tribute to John West’s Elements of Mathematics
[West, 1784] published about 15 years earlier. This, “the fruit of Mr. West’s labours at St.
Andrews, under his constituent Mr. Vilant, . . . does much credit, both to the author himself,
and to him by whom he was employed as a substitute”: see [Craik, 1998].4. The unpublished treatise
The scope and content of Vilant’s uncompleted “System of the Elements of Mathemat-
ical Analysis” may be deduced from his manuscripts. All 13 of his surviving manuscripts
are briefly described in Appendix 2, but only a few relate directly to his planned “System.”
The manuscripts MSS 148, 149, 150 cover in far greater detail all of the material in Vilant’s
published Elements. There are fuller demonstrations and discussions, more examples, and
Figure 3. Vilant’s handwritten title page in MS148, for his never-completed larger treatise.
Reproduced courtesy of St Andrews University Library Special Collections.
190 A.D.D. Craiksome additional methods: for instance, both MS148 and MS150 contain brief sections on
continued fractions.
MSS 149–150 are consecutive and both older (apart from a few late changes) than Ele-
ments. In contrast, MS 148 seems to be a late revision, never completed: it covers roughly
the first half of Elements, but in greater detail, with clearer exposition and more elementary
examples that include some on arithmetic. It is mostly written in a copyist’s “copperplate”
hand on just one side of the paper, as though meant for the printer; but Vilant has made
several changes and additions in a late hand, and has pasted in the title page shown in
Fig. 3. The Latin motto from Cicero may be translated: “It is a matter of great achievement
to draw one’s mind from sensory experience and to remove one’s thoughts from the regular
path.” (Translation courtesy of Professor Elizabeth M. Craik.) Vilant has written the same
motto on the flyleaf of MS 149: it may be intended to allude to his physical discomforts.
MSS 151 and 154 are related to the Elements, seemingly prepared for class use, contain-
ing more elementary material and many worked examples. MS 154 dates from 1790, when
James Brown was Vilant’s assistant, and is written in several hands, some of them juvenile.
Other manuscripts on elementary topics are MSS 155, 156 on “Plane Trigonometry,” and
MS 158 on “Mensuration of Plane Surfaces,” probably also for class use.
MS 152 is very different. Headed “Section VII: Valuation of Lives,” it follows directly on
from Section VI of MS 150 (ff. 186–198) entitled “First Principles in Calculation of
Chances.” This was clearly intended as part of the planned treatise, and is a lengthy account
of actuarial mathematics compiled from various sources. Its 144 folio pages incorporate
much material that seems too specialised for a general mathematical text, even though there
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there is no mention of “Valuation of Lives” in the handwritten title-page shown in Fig. 3.
MS 153 (93 ff., some blank) bears the heading “Section VIII: The Newtonian Analysis,
and Limits or Ultimate Ratios of continually varying Quantities.” Here, at last, is Vilant’s
discussion of fluxions, so notably absent from his Elements and from MSS 148, 149, 150. It
was clearly intended as the final section of his “Complete System of Analysis.” Though
much seems to have been written at a fairly early date, there are some late changes, includ-
ing the section number “VIII” (presumably to accommodate his “Section VII: Valuation of
Lives”), and it seems unfinished.
He begins by observing that the Newtonian Analysis “commonly called the Doctrine or
Method of Fluxions, and Fluxional Calculus . . . has with justice been universally consid-
ered as the greatest effort of human Ingenuity.” Having introduced Newton’s “dot” nota-
tion for the first and higher fluxions of a flowing quantity x, he emphasises thatHere however instead of considering Fluxions as the velocities of the Increase and
Decrease of continually varying Quantities, we shall consider that as the Ratio of Flux-
ions universally which is derived by taking the Ultimate Ratio of continually varying
Quantities, or of the contemporary Increments or Decrements of continuously varying
Quantities. . ..
Any given invariable Quantity which some varying quantity by a perpetual Augmenta-
tion or Diminution shall continually approach but never reach or pass, is considered as
the Limit to which the varying quantity will at last or ultimately become equal; provided
the varying Quantity can be made in its approach to the given invariable quantity to dif-
fer from it by less than any Quantity how minute soever that has been assigned. . ..Though expressed entirely in words rather than in modern “epsilon–delta” notation, this
seems a satisfactory definition of a limit for at least monotonic functions. It accords with
his views elsewhere on limits, and his adoption of Landen’s reformulation, as noted above.
As Vilant makes clear, most of his account is based upon Newton’s posthumous Method
of Fluxions and Colson’s commentary [Newton and Colson, 1736]. Additional references
(given in a footnote on f. 21r) are to [Cotes, 1722; Maclaurin, 1742; Newton and Stewart,
1745; Saunderson, 1756b; Lyons, 1758; Hospital and Stone, 1730]. Little needs to be reca-
pitulated here, but it is worth mentioning that Vilant gives several of Newton’s examples
that employ series expansions.
Most challenging are some first-order differential equations (as we would now call them),
solved by “the arbitrary methods subjoined by the illustrious Author to his general Solu-
tion of this most troublesome and of all others most difficult Problem” (f. 27v). For exam-
ple, as in [Newton and Colson, 1736, 38, 295–296], Vilant (f. 26) shows how to build up the
general solution of _y ¼ 1y  x2 as a power series in x by means of a table (like Newton,
Vilant here omits the fluxion of x, so _y is actually dy/dx).
A short final section with examples (f. 31) concerns “extreme values” of y by finding the
value of the independent variable x at which the fluxion of y is zero. The account ends sud-
denly, as though Vilant meant to return.5. Alleged plagiarism by John Leslie
In 1797–1798, a dispute arose in the pages of the Monthly Magazine concerning an article
published by John Leslie in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh for 1789
[Leslie, 1790]. Leslie’s article, entitled “On the resolution of indeterminate problems,”
192 A.D.D. Craikpresented a series of examples illustrative of a “single principle, which, though extremely
simple, admits of very extensive application.” He describes this principle as follows [Leslie,
1790, 193]:Let A  B be any compound quantity equal to another, C  D, and let m be any rational
number assumed at pleasure; it is manifest that, taking equimultiples, A  mB =
C  mD. If, therefore, we suppose, that A = mD, it must follow, that mB = C, or
B = C/m. Thus two equations of a lower dimension are obtained. . ..He then solves 14 problems, all of which concern two or three rational numbers, x, y, and
z, that satisfy given conditions usually involving their squares or cubes. The first and easiest
is “Let it be required to find two rational numbers, the difference of the squares of which
shall be a given number.” Writing x2  y2 = ab, he decomposes this into
xþ y ¼ ma; x y ¼ b
m
;
where m is any rational number. Manipulation then easily yields
x ¼ m
2bþ a
2m
; y ¼ m
2a b
2m
:
The last (Problem XIV) is “To find two numbers, the sum of which shall be a given
square, and the sum of their cubes a square.” This requires
xþ y ¼ a2; x3 þ y3 ¼ z2:
Dividing these, he obtains
z2
a2
¼ x2  xyþ y2 or z
a
þ y
  z
a
 y
 
¼ xðx yÞ
and then sets
x ¼ m z
a
 y
 
;
z
a
þ y ¼ mðx yÞ
with arbitrary rational m. Eliminating z and y in turn leads to the desired solutions
x ¼ a2  m
2 þ 2m
2m2 þ 2m 1 ; y ¼ a
2  m
2  1
2m2 þ 2m 1 ; z ¼ a
3  m
2 þmþ 1
2m2 þ 2m 1 :
Two corollaries observe that there are whole-number solutions for x and y when
a = 2m2 + 2m  1 (and m is a whole number: not stated) and that, if y is negative, two num-
bers (x and y) are found whose difference and the difference of whose cubes are both
squares.
This, Leslie’s first published paper, was read to the Royal Society of Edinburgh on
December 1, 1788 by John Playfair, three years after the latter’s appointment as Edin-
burgh’s joint Professor of Mathematics. While still a student at St Andrews, Leslie had
met Playfair; and, during 1785–1787, he attended various lecture courses in Edinburgh,
including Playfair’s. In 1788, Leslie was employed as a private tutor in Edinburgh before
making a visit to Virginia. (For biographical details, see, e.g., [Craik, 2000b] and references
therein.) It might seem strange that this competent but rather unremarkable paper should
become the subject of a plagiarism charge in 1797, nearly 10 years after its appearance. But
a key fact was the publication in that year of the English translation of Leonhard Euler’s
Elements of Algebra [Euler, 1797].
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Leslie’s method of solving indeterminate problems was taken without acknowledgement
from Euler’s work. In a letter dated November 27, 1797 and published in the December
issue of the Monthly Magazine [Playfair, 1797], John Playfair came to Leslie’s defence.18
Playfair writes that he is “better acquainted with the history of this paper than any one
except the author” and so thinks himself “called on to vindicate his character, from a
charge that I know to be ill-founded.”
Playfair claims that Leslie’s method coincides with that of just one particular problem in
Euler’s work, and that Euler’s general method “has no affinity to Mr. Leslie’s whatsoever.”
In any case, “there are but a certain number of methods that can be followed in the nature
of things; and if the problem is of an elementary kind, as in the present case, that number
cannot be great.” It should therefore be unsurprising that “ingenious men, studying the
same subject, should without communication, fall into the same tract [sic] as one another,”
and such coincidences constitute neither borrowing nor plagiarism. Furthermore, Playfair
saw a first sketch of Leslie’s paper, “containing the application of his general principle to a
great variety of problems,” before Leslie had ever seen Euler’s Algebra. Much later, he had
shown Leslie Euler’s work, “then very scarce and very little known in this part of the
island”; but neither he nor Leslie remarked on any resemblances.
But Playfair’s rebuttal did not end the matter. The following January, the Editor received
a letter from one “Benoni,” contending that “the charge has not been removed by Mr. Play-
fair,” although “the plagiarism originated not from the celebrated M. EULER, but from Mr.
VILANT, Professor of Mathematics in the University of St. Andrews’” [“Benoni,” 1798]. He
observes that Playfair had often “recommended Mr. Vilant’s Analysis to his students, when
on algebra”; and Vilant’s 19th Proposition and corollaries describe “the very method seized
on by Mr. LESLIE.” Also, “Benoni” knows that18 Od
Playf
pagethe resolution of indeterminate and affected equations, &c. according to this proposition
and corollaries, had always been given very fully from the year 1765, in the second math-
ematical class, St. Andrews; as I learned from notes I took in this class in the year 1779,
when I attended the same, along with Mr. JOHN LESLIE, whose attention I called in a par-
ticular manner to indeterminate equations, when the same was entered upon: and which
notes I copied from a memorandum book in Mr. VILANT’s writing, containing rules and
examples for all equations, approximations, logarithms, &c. and dated at the beginning
with the year 1765.(The book referred to may well be Vilant’s manuscript MS 149; but as this bears no date, it
could have been a precursor.) “Benoni” further claims that when Leslie left St Andrews “in
1782 or 1783, he carried with him some examples of indeterminate equations, &c. as there
resolved, and shewed the same to Mr. Playfair.” On that occasion, he says, Playfair first
showed Euler’s work to Leslie, “the first copy, probably, . . . imported into Scotland.” This
version of events contradicts Playfair’s.
“Benoni” suggests that Playfair had “been induced to come forward rather incautiously”
in Leslie’s defence; and that his own feelings had been roused by Leslie’s lack of “gratitude
to an old master, who, with too much art and too little candour, has been kept entirely outdly, I have been unable to locate the letter by “Mr. W.A.” in the Monthly Magazine, though
air describes it as having appeared in “April last.” It does not appear in the index, and page-by-
searches of the issues for April and several neighbouring months were unsuccessful.
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equations at St Andrews; and also states that, when Leslie “announced to Mr. PLAYFAIR the
discovery of his method of resolving indeterminate equations, . . . reference was immediately
made by a gentleman present (presumably “Benoni” himself), to the Analysis, 19th propo-
sition; True, that’s true, says Mr. PLAYFAIR recollecting himself; but Mr LESLIE rejoining, he
never saw the book! nothing more was then said on the Analysis.” According to Vilant’s
preface, the first printed version of his book was used in St Andrews from 1783: so it is just
credible that Leslie had not seen a copy — but he had certainly seen manuscripts containing
the same information.
Who was “Benoni”? There are two likely candidates, both of whom seriously studied
mathematics in St Andrews around the same time as Leslie. They are James Ivory and
James Brown, who were both student friends of Leslie. The dates stated by “Benoni” do
not exactly fit: the Arts course was taken by Leslie during 1780–1784, by Brown during
1777–1781 and by Ivory during 1779–1783 [Smart, 2004]. Both Leslie and Ivory attended
Edinburgh University during 1785–1786, while Brown remained in St Andrews until
1796 as assistant to Nicolas Vilant. Ivory became notorious for his disputatious nature
(see [Craik, 2000a, 2002]) and such criticism of his former friend would have been entirely
in character. However, Brown seems the more likely identification for two reasons. First, he
had fairly recently left his employment as Vilant’s assistant to take up the professorship of
natural philosophy at Glasgow University, and would surely have felt a debt of gratitude to
Vilant for his support.19 Secondly, the pseudonym “Benoni” suggests a link with Brown.
Benoni is a Biblical name, but also a near anagram of “Denino,” the parish near
St Andrews where Brown served as Church of Scotland Minister during 1790–1796.
Now called “Dunino,” the spelling “Denino” was current in Brown’s time, and both Leslie
and Ivory addressed him in letters as “Dear Denino” [Brown Letters].
As for the plagiarism charge against Leslie, there seems little doubt that he should have
acknowledged Vilant as the originator of his method, though his own examples are mostly
of a form different from those given by Vilant. Vilant’s examples (Elements, pp. 33–43) all
concern whole-number solutions of linear equations in two or three variables, or quadratic
and “deficient” cubic equations in a single variable (see Section 2 above); but Leslie’s are
about rational solutions of quadratic and cubic equations in two or three variables. To this
extent, his contribution was original, though a rather obvious extension.
Two loose sheets in Vilant’s hand survive among his manuscripts and clearly allude to
this affair, though Leslie is not mentioned by name. These are currently inserted at MS
149, f. 147 and MS 150, f. 155 and seem to be first and second drafts of a letter. In the latter,
he waspishly observes that19 Hithe foreign Notation [provides] a Covering well adapted to the making of old things
appear as new; But why the celebrated M. Leonard Euler should not have been intro-
duced here with suitable Acknowledgements as the Real Parent or second, is a Question
easy to be asked, but not honourably to be answered. We cannot say much for the
Instances or “Problems”; the Intention here perhaps being only to expand and swell
out the very easiest Matters to a decent Length, for the making up of the Article for
the Transactions.The first draft omits the phrase “or second”: but by placing Euler “second” Vilant is surely
implying that he was himself the originator of the method.s mainly absentee tenure of the Glasgow chair is another story: see [Craik and Roberts, 2009].
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How should Nicolas Vilant be judged as a mathematician? Is he a deservedly forgotten
figure, or does he merit more recognition than he has received? Certainly, his original con-
tributions to mathematics were slight. His short early paper on obtaining the cube root of
binomials gives a method that sometimes leads to simple solutions of cubic equations where
Cardan’s formula does not. And his method of finding whole-number solutions of indeter-
minate algebraic problems was seen as an advance on previous techniques, although it now
strikes one as rather obvious. He is perhaps best characterised as a synthesiser and summar-
iser of past knowledge, rather than a creator of new.
His textbook, The Elements of Mathematical Analysis, was no doubt a useful compen-
dium, far briefer than previous works, but nevertheless written at a fairly advanced level.
But its brevity was also a demerit, for there are many obscure passages that he later had
to amplify by additional notes (which were themselves sometimes obscure). In classroom
use, Vilant’s assistants certainly provided additional explanations and examples, as several
surviving manuscripts show. Though Vilant’s textbook was used in St Andrews and Edin-
burgh, it seems that it did not enjoy great popularity and few copies have survived. Vilant’s
planned longer work was never published, though much survives in manuscript form. This
includes far more than appeared in his Elements. But it is unclear whether publishers would
have been willing to take it on, had it been completed, for reviews of the Elements had been
mixed and Euler’s splendid Algebra was by then available in English.
Vilant was certainly an able manipulator, not daunted by lengthy algebraic expressions
and by analytical procedures involving infinite series; he was particularly adept at deriving
numerical approximations; and he had a wide knowledge of the British mathematical liter-
ature and an appreciation of the history of mathematics. His style, however, was already
old-fashioned even in his own day, imitating classical geometry by its arrangement as def-
initions, axioms, propositions, corollaries, and lemmas.
More importantly, his knowledge of analytical developments elsewhere in Europe was
extremely limited. He had read l’Hôpital’s Analyse des infiniments petits in Stone’s English
translation [Hospital and Stone, 1730], Schooten and Descartes on analytical geometry, the
works of Christian Wolf, Ozanam’s Récréations [Ozanam and Montucla, 1778], Étienne
Montucla’s Histoire des mathématiques [Montucla, 1758] and a few foreign periodical vol-
umes [Registers]. But he nowhere mentions analytical works by the Bernoullis, d’Alembert,
or Euler (apart from his late mention of the latter’s Algebra noted above), far less the work
of Lagrange and Laplace that appeared late in his lifetime.
But criticism of Vilant’s ignorance of continental mathematics applies equally to nearly
all of his British contemporaries: the late 18th century is generally regarded as the nadir of
British mathematics. Among the generation after Cotes, Saunderson, De Moivre, Maclau-
rin, and Stirling, there were few mathematicians of stature. Thomas Simpson emerges with
most credit, with some genuine advances scattered through his many books. William Emer-
son was a private teacher who wrote clear but unoriginal textbooks for profit. The amateur
John Landen made a worthy attempt to algebraicise Newton’s doctrine of fluxions and flu-
ents. The Cambridge professors were an unimpressive bunch: Edward Waring wrote some
analytical works in Latin that had some originality [Waring, 1762, 1770], but were obscure
and little read; Samuel Vince wrote uninspired textbooks; the remainder were notable
mainly for their inactivity. Scotland’s John Playfair was an influential figure, one of the first
to lament the decline of British mathematics and to praise Laplace’s Mécanique céleste and
other continental works. But Playfair’s main published works were on geometry, natural
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students in Edinburgh, there is no surviving evidence that he possessed the analytical dex-
terity shown by Vilant.
But Vilant must have been an isolated figure, for decades confined to his home by his “rheu-
matism.”Cared for by his wife and unmarried daughter, and rarely able to teach or to venture
outdoors, he was subjected to criticism by unsympathetic colleagues.20 He seems to have had
few mathematical correspondents, Maseres being the only one known apart from James
Ivory, who sent him some offprints of papers via James Brown. And Vilant’s association with
Maseres did no favours to his reputation: according to [O’Connor and Robertson, 2004],
“Maseres had an unfortunate influence on the teaching of algebra in Britain for several dec-
ades. An example of this is seen in the algebra text of Nicolas Vilant, Regius Professor at St
Andrews from 1765 to 1807.”But, as shown above, Vilant’s Elements does not generally share
Maseres’ doctrinaire views, though traces remain in his treatment of quadratic and cubic
equations. Vilant was an altogether more able analyst than the wealthy amateur.
Of necessity, Vilant’s life centred on books and writing. He read omnivorously on a wide
range of subjects, with many works signed out from the St Andrews library on his behalf by
assistants and students [Registers]. His intellectual curiosity remained undiminished: even in
his last few years, he tried to prepare his manuscripts for publication. He also retained an
interest in astronomy: the last known manuscript is a small loose sheet dated 1802 (pres-
ently at MS 150, f. 64) that mentions several astronomical phenomena, including a “New
Planet observed at Palermo in Sicily on the first day of the 19th Century . . . between Mars
and Jupiter.” This is the dwarf planet Ceres, the largest object in the asteroid belt — which
coincidentally shares its name with a village near St Andrews.
Vilant’s main influence lay in the students who passed through St Andrews during his
time as professor, particularly James Glenie, John West, James Ivory, John Leslie, James
Brown, Adam Anderson, and Thomas Duncan, four of whom he employed as assistants.
Glenie attempted his own idiosyncratic improvement of calculus; West’s impressive analyt-
ical treatises, on calculus in Lagrangian style and on Arbogast’s Théorie des dérivations,
were published too late to have any influence; Ivory played a key role in the application
of continental analysis to celestial mechanics and to other topics of applied mathematics;
Leslie, though he became more reactionary, was an early proponent of continental calculus;
and Duncan wrote a worthy textbook on differential and integral calculus: see [Craik, 1998,
2000a,b, 2002, 2009; Craik and Roberts, 2009]. All, in their own ways, were affected by
Vilant’s enthusiasm for “analysis.”
Why should so many able students have come from St Andrews during Vilant’s time? The
existence of assistantships to Vilant certainly provided a rare opportunity for recent graduates
to hone their mathematical skills; and (with the exception of Chalmers) there seems little
doubt that they benefited from contact with their patron. Only Cambridge fellowships pro-
vided comparable opportunities to young mathematicians at this time. Ivory and Leslie,
who were both taught mainly by the admirable but little-rewarded John West, proceeded
to Edinburgh, where they studied further with John Playfair and Dugald Stewart. Both West
and Brown seem to have been excellent teachers, providing youthful role models for their stu-
dents; and, judging from his contributions to surviving classroom manuscripts (MSS 154, 155,
156), Vilant maintained a fairly close oversight of their activities.20 His daughter Elizabeth Brand Vilant died in St Andrews in 1821 [Blackwood’s Edinburgh
Magazine].
Nicolas Vilant, a forgotten analyst 197Despite his obvious limitations, disabilities and disadvantages, Nicolas Vilant’s tenure of
the St Andrews chair was an unlikely success. Mathematically, he was perhaps the most
highly skilled unreformed British analyst of the generation after Simpson — indeed, the last
British analyst whose work was largely uninfluenced by continental advances.
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Appendix 1. Contents of Vilant’s The Elements of Mathematical Analysis (1798)
Contents are by page numbers, with Article numbers in brackets { }
2 pp.: Preface, Errata.
i–viii: Definitions and Corollaries.
5–6: Axioms.
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS.
7–16 {1–16}: Section I. The Algorithm of Quantity.
Notation and operations of algebra: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
involution [powers] and evolution [roots], with examples. Analogy or proportions.
[Also Notes A–E: {164–184}, pp. 133–137.]
16–43 {17–48}: Section II. The Reduction of Equations.
16–24: Simple and affected equations. Compound linear equations in several
unknowns. Examples. Compound equations with differing dimensions [powers].
Examples.
Reduction of linear compound equations; examples.
24–27: Reduction of affected quadratic equations [positive roots only]; examples;
“ambiguous case” with two positive roots; examples including square roots of com-
plex numbers. [Notes F, G: {185–187}, pp. 137–138, including “six binomials in the
tenth book of Euclid.”] Geometric constructions of roots of quadratic equations by
means of a circle. [Note H: {188–189}, pp. 139–140, on “trigonometrical resolution,”
involving logarithmic sines and tangents. Examples.]
28–30: General affected cubic equations. (No quadratic term. Solution may involve
imaginaries) Examples. [Note I: {190–193}, pp. 140–141, “demonstrated syntheti-
cally.”] Reduction of any cubic equation to this form.
30–32: Admitting affirmative and negative quantities, the three roots determined geo-
metrically by means of a circle. Examples.
32–35: Whole number solutions of linear indeterminate equations. Examples.
36–38: Finding least whole numbers having given remainders when divided by several
given numbers.
39–41: Quadratic and “deficient” cubic equations with whole-number roots.
42–43: Whole-number solutions of linear indeterminate equation with three variables.
198 A.D.D. Craik43–132 {49–163}: Section III. Of the Composition and Resolution of Quantity.
43–45: “The root of any cubic binomial, involving a quadratic surd quantity, may be
determined by the resolution of a COMMENSURATE cubic equation, wanting the
second term.” Demonstration and seven examples. [Note K: {194–195}, p. 141, Dem-
onstration and example.]
45–47: “the root of any cubic binomial, may be [so] determined; so thereby are we
enabled to bring to a direct solution, all affected cubic equations whatsoever. . .” Five
examples.
47–50: On equations of all degrees: their number of roots and relations of coefficients
to sums of products of roots. Demonstration for quadratic, cubic, biquadratic equa-
tions. Corollaries and examples.
50–54: On equations formed by increasing, decreasing, multiplying or dividing all
roots by a chosen quantity. Corollaries and examples.
54–56: In general equations, the coefficient of each power of x must be zero. Landen’s
Theorem from Residual Analysis; used as definition of LIMIT. [Notes L, M: {196–
197}, pp. 142–143.]
56–60: Seven corollaries, including connection with Newton’s “Ultimate ratios.” The
binomial theorem, demonstrated for powers “integral or fractional, affirmative or
negative.”
60–61: Two numerical examples: 184 and
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
by series.
62–63: Examples on series expansions of algebraic expressions.
63–65: Newton’s method of reversion of series; examples.
65–68: Approximating the mth root of a given quantity to “any degree of accuracy.”
Examples on roots of quadratics and cubics. [Note N {198}, p. 143: formula for root y
of ym = N if near approximation is known.]
68–71: A “more easy” method with three examples, for ascending and descending
power series.
71–74: Another method, with examples.
74–77: Rational algebraic approximations to infinite series; examples.
77–78: Definition of logarithms as “measures of the ratios of 1 : (1  n) and
(1 + n) : 1” expressed by (logarithmic) series. Napier’s and Natural Logarithms. Brig-
gs’ system. [Note O: {199–202}, pp. 143–145, expanded discussion.]
78–81: Reversion of logarithmic series to find a number from its logarithm. Better
methods, using nearby values of log tables. Example of z365 = 1.06 using tables of
Sherwin and Sharp. Modulus for common logarithms.
81–82: General formula for first term of nth order of differences of a given “series”
[sequence] of numbers. Examples.
82–85: Construction of any term of a sequence from given table of differences. Exam-
ples. Summing the first n terms of a series, given differences. The “arithmetic of infin-
ites” for summing powers of consecutive integers.
85–88: Interpolation within a “series” with equally spaced terms. Examples. Interpo-
lation within a “series” with unequally spaced terms. Astronomical examples of comet
and solar observations.
88–90: Series in continued proportion. Approximate calculation of ratios of powers,
surds, etc. when ratio is close to unity; such as am : am  bm = a : m  (a  b) nearly.
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90–93: Series in “continued arithmetical progression.” Corollaries. [Long Note P
{203–211}, pp. 145–147, on interest, rebate, discount.] Table of relations for arithmetic
progressions among a, v (the two extreme terms), d (common difference), n (number of
terms), s (sum of all terms).
93–95: Corollaries, including “pronic numbers”21; square numbers as sums of consec-
utive odd numbers from 1; all integer powers as sums of consecutive odd numbers.
95: Definition of Magic Squares. Three cases “as the side (or root) of the terminating
square number, may be odd, evenly-even, or unevenly-even.”
95–96: Case 1. Examples with sides 3, 5, 7, 9.
96–98: Case 2, when side is divisible by 4. Examples with sides 4, 8 and 12.
98–100: Case 3, when side is divisible by 2 but not 4. For side 6, take square with side 4
and fill border of 20 cells. Example.
101–105: Case 3, general method; examples with sides 10 and 14.
105–108: Arithmetical progressions; polygonal and figurate numbers.
108–109: Permutations and combinations.
109–110: “Harmonical or Musical Proportion” as reciprocals of arithmetical
progression.
111–112: Sieve of Eratosthenes for primes. If n = 1, 2, 3, . . . “then n  6  1 and
n  6 + 1 will constitute a series comprehending all prime numbers, except the num-
bers 2 and 3.”
112–114: Simple interest, with tables of formulae. A “practical method” for computing
interest at 5% for days less than a year.
115–116: Table for calculating interest on any sum less that 1,000,000, for any number
days and any rate. Example (errors corrected by hand).
116–121: Continued geometrical progression. Corollaries. Table (cf. pp. 91–93) of rela-
tions among quantities of a, v (the two extreme terms), r (common ratio), n (number of
terms), s (sum of all terms). Connection between exponents and logarithms. “Limit of
the sum [of a + a/r + a/r2 + a/r3 + . . .], supposing the series continued indefinitely” and
taking last term as zero, is ra/(r  1). Confirmed by Newton’s binomial theorem.
121–123. More Corollaries. Composition of Quantities, combined in all possible ways,
as n  (nn  1)/(n  1) for n quantities. Examples of n = 4 and 24 “so many ways may
the 24 letters of the alphabet be put together among themselves.” Perfect Numbers,
citing Euclid’s definition. Table on p. 123 “quite perverted by the Printer” is corrected
in [Note Q {212–213}, p. 147]. Amiable [or amicable] Numbers, giving first three pairs,
citing Schooten and Descartes.
123–129: Compound interest, Annuities, Freehold rent. Life tables from Simpson’s
Select Exercises and Dodson’s Repository.
129–132: On “General Proportion” applied to ratios and [unjustified assertions on]
cause and effect. (This section should have directly followed Proposition VII in
pp. 15–16: see 1798 Preface.)
133–147 {164–213}: The later Notes incorporated above.
Errata sheet for arts. {168–189}.Pronic Numbers are the sums s = 2, 6, 12, 20, 30, etc. of even numbers, starting with 2: the nth
onic number is s = n2 + n, with n as its pronic root.
200 A.D.D. CraikSynopsis of Book V. of Euclid’s Elements, according to Dr Simson’s Edition. St Andrews,
Printed by Ja. Morison, Printer to the University M.DCC.XCVII. 27 pp. + Errata sheet.
(A compact reworking of Book V of [Simson, 1756] using the “doctrine of ratios.”)
Appendix 2. The Vilant manuscripts
MSS 148 (155 folios), 149 (160 folios), 150 (198 folios) are large quarto volumes, cover-
ing in far greater detail all the material of Vilant’s published Elements. The extra material
comprises fuller demonstrations and discussions, more examples, and some additional
methods. For example, MS149, ff. 147–158 illustrates commensurate equations with more
examples than in Elements, including determination of the whole number solution of
x2 = 2x2 (i.e. x = 8) and all the whole number solutions of 10x + 21y + 27z = 400. Also,
MS 150 gives a brief account of continued fractions and their use in deriving successive
approximations. MSS 149–150 are consecutive and both older (apart from a few late
changes) and fuller than Elements. MS 148 seems to be a late revision, never completed.
MS 151 (47 ff. some blank, octavo) has the title “On Ratios and Proportions, or the
Comparison of Numbers.” It is largely based on Book V of Euclid’s Elements and therefore
relates to Vilant’s Synopsis of Book V in his own Elements.
MS 152 (144 ff., small octavo) is headed “Section VII: Valuation of Lives” and follows
on from Section VI of MS150 (ff. 186–198) entitled “First Principles in Calculation of
Chances.” Its pages are mostly written on both sides but with a few blanks. This lengthy
account of actuarial mathematics is a compilation from various sources. Life expectancy
tables are shown for several British and European cities and countries. Vilant refers to
“Halley’s tables,” “Dodson’s Repository,” Mr. Simpson on “Probabilities of Life at Lon-
don,” Dr Price on “Reversionary Payments,” both Price and Morgan on “The Probabilities
of Life at Northampton,” the Rev. David Wilkie on “The Probabilities of Life at Kettle in
Fife (Scotland),” and works by Percieux and Kaperboom on data from France and Hol-
land. (Those positively identified are [Dodson, 1748–1755], [Simpson, 1742], and [Price,
1771].) A modern reader is struck by the high death rates, especially among the young,
and the fact that the chance of surviving into old age was much greater in small towns than
in large cities. Vilant gives many more tables on the value of annuities. Judging from
Vilant’s handwriting, it appears to have been written at a fairly late date, probably the
1790s. (This dating is supported by his library borrowings: “Stewart on Annuites; Mor-
gan. . . do.” in 1792 and “Maseres on Life Annuities” in 1794, but none on this topic from
earlier dates [Registers].)
MS 153 (93 ff., some blank) bears the heading “Section VIII: The Newtonian Analysis,
and Limits or Ultimate Ratios of continually varying Quantities.” This is Vilant’s discus-
sion of fluxions, intended as the final section of his “Complete System of Analysis.” It seems
unfinished and is followed by 20 blank folios. A separate later section (ff. 52–) concerns geo-
metrical theorems on ultimate ratios, citing Robert Simson’s Posthumous Works [Simson,
1776]. Much seems to have been written at a fairly early date in a quite neat hand (perhaps
during the 1770s or 1780s), but there are some late changes, including the section number
“VIII” (presumably to accommodate his “Section VII: Valuation of Lives”). (Vilant bor-
rowed few library books on fluxions, probably possessing his own; but in 1779 he borrowed
“Hodgson’s Fluxions” and “Horsley’s Newton, 1, 2” [Registers].)
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Analysis, Part 1. A.B. Vilant 1790”. (Alexander Blackwood Vilant was a son of Nicolas and
studied at St Andrews during 1785–1791, entering the university at the young age of 10. He
enrolled in the second mathematics class in both sessions 1789/1790 and 1790/1791 and
graduated M.A. in 1791. He later became an Army captain [Smart, 2004].)
It seems to be an account of the course on “Analysis” in that year, written in several
hands, mostly students’, but one of them Nicolas Vilant’s. It was perhaps compiled by
members of the class from lectures received (presumably from James Brown), and intended
for later consultation. The content differs from the Elements and MSS 148, 149, 150 by the
inclusion of more elementary material — and is therefore more credible as a taught course.
The contents are (ff. 1–30) Arithmetic and Proportion, with many examples; (ff. 31–79)
“Commentary and Practical Exposition or Application of the I, II, III, . . . XVII Proposi-
tions of the Elements of Mathematical Analysis”; (ff. 80–88) “Numerical Problems Produc-
ing Simple Equations” (with 18 worked problems involving money, travellers, horses,
beggars, boys’ ages, housewives’ eggs, and so forth, of the sort common in most algebra
textbooks but notably absent from Vilant’s Elements); (ff. 88–109) Geometrical problems,
mostly solved by algebra; (ff. 110–119) “The Reduction of Compound Equations”; (ff. 120–
126) “Resolution of Quadratic Equations”; (ff. 132–154) Cubic and some higher degree
equations. This manuscript does not treat indeterminate equations.
MS 155 (151 ff., some blank, octavo) and MS 156 (103 ff., octavo) are on “Plane Trig-
onometry” and are identical in many respects. The former has the date 1791 faintly visible,
offset from a missing flyleaf. The latter bears the name A. B. Vilant and the date 1790. They
have an old-fashioned look: arguments usually employ the doctrine of ratios; results are
expressed in words as well as formulae; the notation for trigonometric quantities is
Radius = R1, Sine = S1, Cosine = 8S1, Tangent = T1, Co-tangent = 8T1, Secant = C1, Co-
secant = 8C1, Versed Sine = V1, and the Co-versed Sine = 8V1. Logarithmic sines, tangents
and secants are introduced for use in numerical computations.
MS 157 (40 ff., octavo), all in Vilant’s hand, examines curved lines in the plane, mostly
algebraically, with classification of lines of first, second, third, and up to nth order. Cusps,
nodes, curvature, and tangents to lines are discussed. Much is based on Newton’s Arithme-
tica Universalis [Newton, 1722] and his enumeration of lines of the third order (e.g. [Newton
and Stirling, 1717]), and also [Murdoch, 1746]. The last few pages concern “ultimate ratios,”
though fluxions are not mentioned.
MS 158 (89 ff., octavo) has a cover label that again bears A. B. Vilant’s name along with
the date 1791 and title “Mensuration of Plane Surfaces.” As with the other A. B. Vilant
books, it is written by several hands. Throughout, Euclidean geometry is employed to find
the areas of various shapes, including regular polygons and (citing Euclid) the limiting case
of a circle. “A table of the Segments of a Circle, whose Diameter is Unity, & supposed to be
divided into 1000 equal parts” is given in ff. 55v–58r. This tabulates 500 corresponding val-
ues of the Versed sine and the segment area, with the Versed sine chosen at equal intervals
0.001, 0.002, . . . 0.500. The book concludes with a table summarising the propositions and
corollaries already demonstrated (ff. 66–76), and tables for mensuration in various British
units and “foreign measures” (ff. 78–84).
MS 159 (144 ff. some blank, quarto) is untitled and deals with elementary arithmetic.
There are the various common rules and many examples of manipulation of fractions;
tables of weights and measures and of money (ff. 49–52); and a concluding section on
202 A.D.D. Craikdecimal numbers. It is neatly written, as though intended for publication or class use, and is
probably of early date.
MS 160 (110 ff., small octavo) is on spherical trigonometry and stereographic projection,
citing “Baron Neper’s Theorems for oblique angled Spherical Triangles” and deducing var-
ious propositions connecting sines, cosines, etc. of angles of spherical triangles. All is in
Vilant’s early hand.
MS 161 (123 ff., large quarto) is marked “Miscellanies” on the spine. It is all neatly writ-
ten by Vilant and may be the earliest of the extant manuscripts. The first section (ff. 4–13) is
on cycloids and the cycloidal pendulum, citing “Keil,” presumably [Keill, 1719]. The next
(ff. 14–32), entitled “System of Optics” on an ornately drawn title page, concerns geomet-
rical optics and ends with descriptions of the Newtonian and Gregorian reflecting tele-
scopes. Most of the remainder (ff. 34–100) comprises sections on “The Doctrine of the
Sphere” (ecliptic, great circles, zodiacal lines, latitude, longitude, etc.) and various astro-
nomical topics, including “The Copernican or Solar System”; “Solar and Lunar Tables”
and their use; “A Solution of Kepler’s Problem”; methods of computing solar eclipses
(one by “M. Klingenstiern. . . at Upsal”); Horsely’s Determination of the Distance of the
Sun from the Earth “according to the method proposed by Dr. Stewart”. The manuscript
ends with (ff. 101–122) propositions and theorems “Of the Ellipse considered as the Section
of a Cylinder”, without references, but perhaps from [Simson, 1735].
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